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In 2008 we were promised that America would be
fundamentally transformed. Look back at your life and the
America that you knew. I myself, remember with
awareness and clarity the transition from Carter to Reagan.
Those of you blessed with more years than I, can go back
even further; history not of books or someone else’s
opinion, but of your own experience and observations. It
was a different time, wasn’t it?
Reflect on that for a moment.
From your earliest memories and before, America has
been changing. Sometimes subtly, sometime noticeably more jarringly. And not for the better either. The enemies
of God and America long ago discerned the strength of our nation as being our Christian faith and the resultant
blessings from the Almighty. Abraham Lincoln once remarked:
“America will never be destroyed from the outside. If we falter and lose our freedoms, it will be because we
destroyed ourselves.”
The various forms of Marxist theory; Communism, Fascism, Socialism and Nazism, even Imperial Japan,
couldn’t prevail against us militarily. No, our destruction would have to originate from within. By the way,
“hope” isn’t a plan and “change” has to be formulated prior to being implemented.
The “Hope and Change” promise of 2008 was, and is a culmination of specific goals laid down in 1960 by the
Communist Party which were subsequently read into the Congressional Record in 1963. Here are some of the
specific goals from the 45 then cited to destroy the United States from within; my comments in parenthesis.
3. Develop the illusion that total disarmament [by] the United States would be a demonstration of moral strength.
(Obama has reduced our nuclear capability with further cuts planned, is reducing our Army to pre-WWII levels,
the Navy to pre-WWI levels and has likewise reduced the size of the Air Force and Marines, not to mention the
purging of over 200 hundred of our best officers.)
4. Permit free trade between all nations regardless of Communist affiliation and regardless of whether or not items
could be used for war. (NAFTA, GATT as example. Clinton sold dual purpose technology, industrial technology
that has military applications, to the Chinese, Russians and a host of others.)
6. Provide American aid to all nations regardless of Communist domination. (Now including our Muslim
enemies; nations and terrorist organizations which we largely fund.)
11. Promote the U.N. as the only hope for mankind. If its charter is rewritten, demand that it be set up as a oneworld government with its own independent armed forces. (An instrument of one-world government.)
13. Do away with all loyalty oaths. (Remember the Pledge of Allegiance?)
15. Capture one or both of the political parties in the United States. (Democrats are completely taken over,
Republicans thoroughly infiltrated.)

16. Use technical decisions of the courts to weaken basic American institutions by claiming their activities violate
civil rights. (Judicial activism, for instance, pushing the sodomite agenda.)
17. Get control of the schools. Use them as transmission belts for socialism and current Communist propaganda.
Soften the curriculum. Get control of teachers' associations. Put the party line in textbooks. (Done.)
18. Gain control of all student newspapers. (Done.)
20. Infiltrate the press. Get control of book-review assignments, editorial writing, policy-making positions.
(Done.)
21. Gain control of key positions in radio, TV, and motion pictures. (Done.)
24. Eliminate all laws governing obscenity by calling them "censorship" and a violation of free speech and free
press. (Accomplished and still ongoing.)
25. Break down cultural standards of morality by promoting pornography and obscenity in books, magazines,
motion pictures, radio, and TV. (Ongoing with great momentum.)
26. Present homosexuality, degeneracy and promiscuity as “normal, natural, healthy.” (Sound familiar?)
27. Infiltrate the churches and replace revealed religion with “social” religion. Discredit the Bible and emphasize
the need for intellectual maturity, which does not need a “religious crutch.” (Hugely successful. The drive into
apostasy continues with denomination after denomination falling to Satan.)
28. Eliminate prayer or any phase of religious expression in the schools on the grounds that it violates the
(mythical) principle of “separation of church and state.” (This travesty of judicial activism is now accepted by
most Americans without question.)
29. Discredit the American Constitution by calling it inadequate, old-fashioned, out of step with modern needs, a
hindrance to cooperation between nations on a worldwide basis. (The philosophy of the ACLU, many college
professors and legions of elitist politicians and bureaucrats.)
30. Discredit the American Founding Fathers. Present them as selfish aristocrats who had no concern for the
“common man.” (Goes hand-in-hand with goal # 29.)
31. Belittle all forms of American culture and discourage the teaching of American history on the ground that it
was only a minor part of the “big picture.” (Common Core, as example.)
32. Support any socialist movement to give centralized control over any part of the culture—education, social
agencies, welfare programs, mental health clinics, etc. (Obamacare, anyone?)
36. Infiltrate and gain control of more unions. (Done. Most unions are communist controlled. They call
themselves Progressives nowadays.)
37. Infiltrate and gain control of big business. (Happening.)
38. Transfer some of the powers of arrest from the police to social agencies. Treat all behavioral problems as
psychiatric disorders which no one but psychiatrists can understand [or treat]. (This tactic being attempted to

disarm “dangerous” or “unstable” people, particularly returning veterans. A lot of ammo and weapons going to
non-law enforcement agencies. Hmm.)
39. Dominate the psychiatric profession and use mental health laws as a means of gaining coercive control over
those who oppose Communist (liberal) goals. (Demonize Christians and patriots, for example.)
40. Discredit the family as an institution. Encourage promiscuity and easy divorce. (Redefine marriage and what
constitutes a family. Promiscuity and easy “no fault” divorce rule our day.)
41. Emphasize the need to raise children away from the negative influence of parents. Attribute prejudices, mental
blocks and retarding of children to suppressive influence of parents. (Typical of the indoctrination taking place in
the public education system.)
In 1963, these were goals. In 2014 they’re reality. What then, is the promise of tomorrow?
Ronald Reagan once warned:

Freedom is never more than one generation away from extinction. We didn't pass it to our children in the
bloodstream. It must be fought for, protected, and handed on for them to do the same, or one day we will
spend our sunset years telling our children and our children's children what it was once like in theUnited
States where men were free.
Ah, the good old days, when a president would say and believe such things. Reagan also said;
“Freedom prospers when religion is vibrant and the rule of law under God is acknowledged.”
Yes, I’m rather fond of President Reagan and yes, I know he’s long gone now. He won’t be returning and has no
political heirs. So much for reminiscing.
Now we’re over five years into “Hope and Change.” Every lie, every evil law passed, every treasonous act and
lawless action, every blame-someone-else denial and blatant cover-up are part of the promised transformation of
America. You can forget the illusion of hope but rest assured, we’ve gotten the change.
Barry Soetoro, aka Barack Hussein Obama, didn’t force us to elect him, though the Republicans made it easier by
running John McCain against him. The fact that these two were even nominated by their respective parties proves
that the electorate was ready to take evil to a greater level. You see, in our Republic, U.S. politicians are an
accurate reflection of society.
That’s a heartbreaking thought, isn’t it?
Over time, calls for tolerance of evil overcame godly wisdom, each point conceded establishing a quicker
momentum. Sin became, in its many forms and allures, incrementally accepted. That was once upon a time. Now
it’s fully embraced and proclaimed.
Nowhere is this more evident than in the various heresies and outright apostasy proclaimed by so-called churches
that shamefully profane the name of Jesus by associating Him with their wickedness.
The Presbyterian Church USA has openly declared its apostasy by voting to endorse homosexual marriage and to
divest itself from companies that do business with Israel. These are the actions of non-believers, not Christians.
It’s astounding that people can believe the legitimacy of God’s Word is a matter of human consensus. Satan has
twisted their hearts and minds.

The United Church of Christ has announced that it will be a major sponsor of the Homosexual Olympics. These
are not the children of God, but the children of disobedience.
“Mortify therefore your members which are upon the earth; fornication, uncleanness, inordinate affection, evil
concupiscence, and covetousness, which is idolatry: For which things' sake the wrath of God cometh on the
children of disobedience” (Colossians 3:5-6).
Frank Schaefer, a United Methodist pastor who presided over his son’s sodomite wedding was rightly suspended
in 2007 before ultimately being defrocked by the church. Now the church has reinstated him. The Methodists, like
the Presbyterians, believe that God’s moral absolutes are subject to their okay. Foolish, lost souls. These are but
the latest anti-Christian denominations to openly advocate for evil. Many others have also fallen into sin.
How about this? For the first time in history, Islamic prayers and readings from the Quran took place at the
Vatican on June 8th. Pope Francis attempted to justify his satanic actions by claiming it would help to usher in
peace between Israelis and Palestinians. Looks like Rick Warren and the Chrislam movement have attained
another ally. All pretenses of Christian faith are being publicly cast aside now. A one-world religion is rapidly
emerging, which, as the Bible predicts, is anti-God, anti-biblical truth.
The Pope also recently reiterated that where the Bible Roman Catholic Church dogma are in conflict, dogma
prevails. So too, accepting Jesus’ sacrifice on the cross isn’t enough, one must practice Catholicism to be saved.
My brothers and sisters, flee these false religions!
As I move forward from here, I’ll address not only the “what”, but the “why” as well. The overall goal is the
destruction and removal of the United States from the world scene as, “The last, best hope of mankind.” Satan
hates Israel and what’s left of Christianity in America (as do all of those under his influence).
In February, U.S. Attorney General Eric Holder urged state Attorney Generals to not enforce laws that they
disagree with. Holder and his president have been leading by example in this area. Yet again, Obama’s
threatening that he’ll use executive privilege because Congress won’t pass what he wants.
Message to Obama: Congress isn’t charged with passing your Marxist/Muslim agenda. The office you illegally
hold is that of president, not dictator. Nor do you have legislative power; you don’t make laws nor are you above
them. Executive orders are for the sole purpose of enacting and enforcing laws as written and passed by congress,
not modifying, changing or ignoring those laws.
Democrats in Congress largely support Barry’s lawlessness and Republicans are collaborators by virtue of their
inaction. Example: Speaker-of-the-House John Boehner has threatened a lawsuit against the president for his
“abuse of executive power.”
Oh no, not a lawsuit! Sarcasm aside, the impotence here is disgusting.
Speaker Boehner, usurpation and repeated violations of the law fall under the heading of high crimes and
misdemeanors. The Constitution provides remedy for such; specifically criminal charges and impeachment. But
it’s not going to happen, is it? Politics trump law and the good of the nation. One can’t reasonably expect
corruption to fix corruption.
The ongoing full-scale incursion at our southern border is no surprise. The usurper known as Obama announced
that he and his administration would blatantly violate immigration laws by not deporting those here illegally. This
is an open invitation for invasion so naturally the Mexican border is being overrun by those seeking amnesty. This

was the desired result. To underline his point, Obama’s been releasing illegals who were already in custody. Some
reports state at least 36,000 have been released, amongst them violent criminals.
Ask yourself, what’s the purpose, the “why?”
Border Agents are overwhelmed by the sheer volume of illegal aliens flooding into this country. However, not all
are coming for taxpayer-funded food, shelter, medical care and education. Drug Cartels and Muslim terrorists are
exploiting wide-open pathways during this onslaught. No telling what’s coming across the border in bulk right
now—though it’s just a matter of time until we find out.
True to his word and to keep the illegals coming, Obama is spending money we don’t have to “care” for them,
even relocating these illegals to cities all across America along with the diseases they’re carrying (like antibiotic
resistant tuberculosis, Dengue Fever and Ebola), to cities throughout our country.
It’s a pandemic in the making. Obama knows this; he and his flunkies planned it this way.
As former Obama chief-of-staff and current Chicago Mayor Rahm Immanuel might say, never let a cultural,
financial disaster go to waste. Especially when you’ve caused it. As House Minority Leader Nancy Pelosi did say,
it’s not a crisis (all the freeloading illegals violating our laws and sovereignty), it’s an opportunity!
Apparently, when Joe Biden’s not available for an idiotic comment, Pelosi is a more than capable fill-in.
Veterans are dying for lack of funding while waiting to get into a VA hospital but Obama has plenty of money to
cater to illegal aliens. This isn’t just un-American, it’s anti-American.
Allow me to make a prediction here. With everything else going their way, there remains but one domestic policy
goal yet to be accomplished by those who are executing our destruction. Gun Control. To this point we’ve gained
nothing more than a little extra time. Pro-gun laws, court cases lost and court cases pending mean nothing to these
people.
Gun bans and gun confiscations are coming, by whatever means necessary. FEMA allocations, massive ammo
purchases, armored personnel carriers, intensive training and foreign troops; they’re pretty much ready.
Are you?
As America goes, so goes the world. Thus, America’s fundamental transformation is in turn transforming the
world. This is the larger reality and goal.
My follow-up article and companion to this one is titled, “Fundamentally Transforming the World.”
Look for it soon, the Lord willing.
“Fear thou not; for I am with thee: be not dismayed; for I am thy God: I will strengthen thee; yea, I will help
thee; yea, I will uphold thee with the right hand of my righteousness” (Isaiah 41:10).
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